It is shown that there exists a complete space 3L 1 (Mf, Mf) of integrable functions such that for any potential V with zero // 0~b ound relative to the free Hamiltonian operator H 0 C* of a finite non-relativistic quantum system, the function exp [-i 
has recently been established for a large class of potentials V 9 including, for example, Coulomb interactions. For more singular V, such as the attractive l/r 2 potential, the definite integrals seem to give a good description of the dynamics of the system [8] .
A further extension has been considered for magnetic fields [3] , It was pointed out in [2] that the approach to integration with respect to the relevant operator valued set functions developed there is deficient in the sense that the space L^CAff, Af?) of (equivalence classes of) Aff-Aff-integrable functions is not complete in its natural topology. Examples of non-convergent Gauchy sequences in L*(Aff, Aff) are provided by Johnson and Skoug [5] page 264 0 The purpose of this note is to show that a slightly stronger integration process is sufficient to produce a complete space dL l (M? 9 Aff) of integrable functions, at the expense of diminishing the class In Section 1, slight modifications of convergence results for oneparameter semigroups of continuous linear operators on a Banach space [9] , [10] are optained to cover the case of the uniform convergence of the limit of operators in the strong operator topology, as a certain parameter varies over compact sets,
The result is applied in Section 2 to the Feynman representation, An outline of integration with respect to closable set functions is given in the appendix,, § 1. A Uniform Product Formula
The following lemma is probably well known, but because it is used repeatedly in what follows (and in [2] Lemma 4 e 3) it seems worthwhile to state and prove it explicitly.
Lemma L Let E be a topological vector space. Let The uniform product formula for contraction semigroups follows from a minor variation of Nelson's proof [8] of the Trotter product formula. because it is for a dense set of vectors, and the families of operators are equicontinuous. Now appealing to Lemma 1,
uniformly for reT. Here we use the fact that {4(r);c: reT} is a precompact subset of X, and so is {(iS r (j n ) -I)x/s n : n = l 9 2 9B . , , re 7°} for ^r e^0 as H->OO. The last assertion follows from strong resolvent convergence [9] by the continuity of A ( • )jy, y e F 9 and an elementary topological argument, given explicitly, for example, in [4] The right-hand side of (2) The condition is clearly satisfied whenever r\E a is dense in E. For F bounded, but not necessarily continuous, we can take a regularization F n , n = l,2,... of F by smooth functions, such that ] F n | <||Fiioo, 77 = 1,2,... and V n -^>V a. e. as 77-^00.
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Ihen e n ->e for each ^eZ) and £>0 by strong resolvent convergence. To see that the convergence is uniform for £ in compact subsets of Z), we apply Theorem 2 and the argument of Let Z be a directed set and <^^ez an increasing family of semi-algebras, Set ^~\J^r and let ba(^c, £) be the protective Now let L^CT) be the space of (equivalence classes of) .T-integrabie functions introduced by Kluvanek [7] page 40, IfL 1^) Is complete, then F Is said to be a closed system of measures [2] , and in this case, it is the indefinite integral of f with respect to m.
A convergence theorem for these Indefinite Integrals can be read straight off the closedness property of the map I rA [2] can be read off from the definitions in the obvious way [2] , These are our integrals. For £GE^5 they correspond to the usual integrals with respect to an operator-valued measure [7] , and they are analytic continuations of these off K\ that is, for each t^>Q and AEz&t, fM't(A) is continuous for the weak operator topology on all of Z), and analytic in the interior of D.
The space L 1^)
is written as L^Aff) for each £>0. The space L^CAff^Aff) of all (equivalence classes of) Aff -Aff-integrable functions is equipped with the coarsest topology for which both the inclusion of L l (Mf, Aff) in L^CAff) and the map //^ are continuous. Unfortunately, L 1 (Aff, Af?) is not complete because H C (D} is not complete ; we shall learn to live with this fact.
Expressions such as "Aff -a. e.", "Aff-null" have the obvious meanings attached to them in [2] ,
The set function M] is written as Aff, £>0.
